Wii Power Issues

Aug 14, 2011
My wii will turn on (green light powers on) and all the sound works.. however we can see no picture, just a black screen. Switched out cords with another friends wii... our cords worked for theirs fine... theirs did not change anything for our problem still only sound no video. Is there anyway to fix this problem without sending our wii in or buying a new one???

GAMEHATERDAD 602 posts since
Is it the TV? If not, no.

NESTEAROCKS 127 posts since
The first thing you want to check is if the TV is damaged or it isn't working right. If it is not working right it may need to get repaired. Check the cables. If they aren't plugged in right, plug them in into the right colour. Is the TV on? If it is turned off, turn it off. Are the cables damaged? If they are, you may need to get new cables for your Wii to plug in to the TV you are using. Is the Wii damaged? If it is broken it could be not working right and that could be the source of the probelm. I don't know any other things to check but I hoped I help you. Did anything I say was the probelm?

BEARDEDONE 1,636 posts since
Try the Wii on a different TV just to verify that it is not the TV that's broken. If the Wii does not work with a different TV, then you should call Nintendo at 1-800-255-3700 to schedule a repair. The repair will be cheaper than replacing the Wii AND you will get a new 12 month warranty (just like when you buy a new Wii), so having it repaired is normally the best option.

Also, if you have any downloaded content, you will get to keep it if you get it repaired. If you buy a new Wii, all your downloaded games are gone.